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The Soils of St. Mary Parish, Louisiana
S. A. Lytle and B. N. Driskell
1
Introduction
The purpose of this report is to present information about the proper-
ties of the soils of St. Mary Parish that may be of value to users of the soils.
A thorough knowledge of the physical, chemical and mineralogical prop-
erties of the soils is essential if the soils are to be used and managed prop-
erly and profitably. From the data presented here interpretations can be
made about the behavior of the soils under different uses, and about the
kind and degree of management or manipulation that is needed when the
soils are used for farming or for engineering or other purposes. A knowl-
edge of the properties of the "wet lands" at different locations will be help-
ful in selecting areas suitable for reclamation.
The data included in this report are from a study of soil samples from
97 sites in St. Mary Parish. The information presented is supplemental to
that of the soil survey report of St. Mary Parish which was published in
1959 as a cooperative project of the Louisiana Agricultural Experiment
Station and the USDA, Soil Conservation Service.
Nature of the Area
St. Mary Parish, with a total land area of 387,200 acres, lies along the
northern shore of the Gulf of Mexico. It has fertile soils, a warm, humid,
subtropical climate and a long growing season. Only about 28 per cent of
the parish is used for farming; this is the area of natural-levee ridges asso-
ciated with the present streams and former stream channels. Approximate-
ly 72 per cent of the parish is included in the "wet lands," or the coastal
marshlands and associated swamps that lie adjacent to the shore of the
Gulf and border the drier cultivated soils. The wet lands are inundated
by shallow water for several months each year, or they have a water table
at or near the soil surface most of the time. These soils are too wet for farm-
ing without intensive drainage.
Properties of the Soils Used for Farming
The soils used for farming have developed in silty and clayey sediments
representing the natural-levee ridges of older deltas and parts of older
deltas of the Mississippi River mixed with some Red River sediments. The
silty sediments contain some fine sand and very fine sand. The natural-
levee ridges have a maximum elevation of 16 feet in the northwestern part
of the parish. The ridges become progressively lower in elevation toward
the south and southwest, where they extend into and beneath the coastal
Associate Professor and former Associate Professor, Department of
Agronomy, Lou-
isiana Agricultural Experiment Station, Baton Rouge.
2
marshlands. In most places, the natural-levee ridges lie above 5 feet in
elevation, and the soils are drained by the gravity flow of the excess water.
The brown, moderately well-drained Cypremort soils and the grayish
brown, somewhat poorly drained Patoutville soils typically occupy level and
gently sloping areas at the higher elevations on the crests of the natural
levees. The dark grayish brown, somewhat poorly drained Baldwin soils
occupy nearly level slopes that typically lie along the border of the Cypre-
mort soils at elevations 1 to 3 feet lower than the Cypremort soils. The
silty, black Jeanerette soils and the clayey, black Iberia soils occupy flats
and embayments along the lower borders of the natural levees at elevations
of 3 to 5 feet above sea level. The gray, clayey, poorly drained Alli-
gator soils occupy depressions and flat areas along the backswamp streams.
Most areas of Cypremort, Baldwin and Jeanerette soils are drained by row
direction and open ditches. Some cultivated areas of Iberia and Alligator
soils are protected from flooding by dykes and are drained by pumps.
Two soils in St. Mary Parish which are not included in this study
are the brown, silty, well-drained Memphis (Lintonia) soil and the brown,
silty, moderately well-drained Loring (Richland) soil. These soils occur in
small areas as the capping materials over the two salt domes having sur-
face expression in this parish. These salt domes are Belle Isle, with an
elevation of 80 feet, and Cote Blanche Island, with an elevation of more
than 100 feet.
The usual crops are sugarcane, soybeans, corn and rice. The largest
acreage of farmed land is used for sugarcane.
In the following section, 26 profiles of soils that are used for farming
are located and described. The data show the results of chemical analyses
on each of the soil profiles. In addition, clay mineralogical data are shown
for 12 selected soil profiles. Each soil profile site is located by a number on
the Soil Associations map on pages 46-47. Definitions of the symbols used




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Properties of the Organic Soils and Clays
of the Coastal Marshlands and Swamps
The "wet lands" of St. Mary Parish occur along the borders of the
natural-levee ridges. These level areas and depressions range from near
sea level to elevations of about 5 feet. They have a water table at or near
the soil surface, or they are covered with water to a depth of 2 to 4 inches
for a major part of each year. Soil materials of the wet lands are gray and
dark gray silts and clays overlain in large areas by organic materials.
The swamps occupy narrow bands that are less than 1 mile to more
than 2 miles wide along the north and south borders of the soils used for
farming. The soil materials are gray and dark gray alluvial silts and clays
overlain in places by 1 foot to more than 8 feet of organic materials. The
dominant vegetation of the swamps includes the following trees: cypress,
tupelogum, swamp maple, bay, oak and ash.
The coastal marshlands occur along the coastline of the Gulf of Mexico,
extending northward to the swamps in a treeless area ranging in width
from 1 mile to more than 10 miles. This area is a broad, flat or de-
pressed plain at near sea level with an imperceptible slope toward the
Gulf. The monotony of the coastal marshlands is broken in places by low,
narrow, natural-levee ridges extending into the marshlands. Much of the
area is inundated to a depth of 3 to 4 inches most of the time, and parts
are flooded by the normal daily tides of 18 inches or more. Some areas
are frequently flooded by streams that flow into and across the marsh-
lands. All of the coastal marshlands are inundated to depths of 6 to 10
feet or more by the occasional storm tides. Soil materials of the coastal
marshlands include alluvial silts and clays deposited by streams and silty
and clayey sediments washed from the floor of the Gulf of Mexico and
redeposited by waves and tides. The mineral soil materials are overlain
in large areas by layers of organic materials ranging in thickness from 1
foot to more than 1 1 feet.
Classification of the soil materials of the coastal marshlands is based
on the contents of organic matter in the surface layers and on the degree
of decomposition or preservation of the organic materials. The soil ma-
terials classified as peats and mucks have surface layers that contain 28
per cent or more organic matter. Clayey mucks and silty mucks have sur-
face layers that contain from 16 to 27 per cent organic matter. Mucky clays
and mucky silty clays contain from 11 to 15 per cent organic matter, and
clays have surface layers with an organic matter content of 10 per cent or
less.
Organic soil materials in which the parts of plants are well preserved
and easily identified are classified as peats. Organic materials that are de-
composed to the extent that most plant tissues are destroyed are classified
as mucks. Colors of the peats and mucks range from drak brown to black.
When dry, the peats commonly have a coarse, fibrous structure and the
mucks have a granular structure.
There are distinct differences in the types of vegetation growing in
the coastal marshlands which are the result of differences in the degree of
43
salinity of the areas and differences in the salt tolerance of the grasses,
sedges and forbs that grow in the marshlands. The salinity of any area of
the coastal marshlands depends mainly on the length of time that fresh
water or salty water has had dominance in the area. Rainfall and flood-
waters from streams are effective in the removal of salts brought into some
areas of coastal marshlands by tides. Since environmental adjustments of
the plants to changes in salinity conditions are slow, it is not uncommon
to find plants in the coastal marshlands growing in areas having a salin-
ity content outside of the range of their normal salt tolerance. The vigor
and the height of growth of some marsh plants are indications of their
degree of adjustment to saline or fresh water conditions.
The classification of salinity conditions in the coastal marshlands is
based on the salt content of the soils. The following salinity classes are
identical with those used by Penfound and Hathaway (ll)1 : Fresh Water
marsh, 0 to 0.50 per cent salt; Brackish marsh, 0.50 to 2 per cent salt; Salt
Water marsh, more than 2 per cent salt.
The following section includes the location, description and chemical
data for each of the 71 soil profiles of coastal marshland and associated
swamp soils. The dominant plants and their height of growth are noted
for most sites in the marshes. Since sodium chloride and total salt values
were calculated on air-dry weights of the samples, the values are much
higher than those found in the soils under normal conditions of moisture.
The salt content of soils at the different sites as measured in the field
with a Wheatstone bridge is in close agreement with the salt tolerance
of the plants found growing at the sample sites. Each soil profile is
located by a number on the map of the parish on pages 46-47.
The botanical names and common names of the dominant plants of
the coastal marshlands of St. Mary Parish are given in Table 1.
Italic numbers in parentheses refer to Literature Cited, page 92.
44















































paille fine, maiden cane
switchgrass, feathergrass
common reed, roseau








common rush, soft rush
black rush, needlegrass
pickerelweed
delta potato, bull tongue
lizard's tail
cattail
star sedge, star rush
spike sedge
sawgrass
beak rush, horned rush
giant bulrush























ST. MARY PARISH, LOUISIANA
0 12 3




Point L 29 o50'
LEGEND
1
1 | Silty soils, gently sloping to steep, over salt domes:
Richland and Lintonia soils.
| 2 | Silty and loamy acid soils on low terraces: Patoutville.
| 3 | Silty, loamy, and clayey slightly acid soils on low
Mississippi River terraces: Baldwin, Iberia, Cypremort.
Jeanerette.
| 4 | Soils of the bottom lands; Swamp, clays and mucky clays;
Buxin-Portland-Perry soils; Mixed clay alluvium.
1 5 1 Organic soils and clays of the marshes.
Organic soils of the swamps. Numbers 10 to 106 inclusive show the
locations of the correspondingly-
numbered soil profiles.
91°15'




































DESCRIPTIONS OF THE ORGANIC SOILS AND CLAYS
OF THE COASTAL MARSHLANDS AND SWAMPS
AND THEIR CHEMICAL AND MINERALOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
FRESH WATER MARSH PEATS AND MUCKS
Soil Profile No. 42. Fresh Water Marsh Mucky Peat
Sample collected 2 miles northeast of the intersection of State Highway
No. 317 and Bayou Sale Bay; Sec. 14, T.17 S., R.9 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-24" Very dark brown (10YR 2/2)* mucky peat containing dark
brown (10YR 4/3) coarse fibrous plant parts.
24-132" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) clay.
132-140" Gray (10YR 6/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: paille fine, with sawgrass.
Soil Profile No. 43. Fresh Water Marsh Mucky Peat
Sample site \\ miles east-northeast of the intersection of State Highway
No. 317 and Bayou Sale Bay; Sec. 14, T.17 S. , R.9 E. , St. Mary Parish.
0-108" Dark brown (10YR 4/3) fine and coarse fibrous mucky peat.
108-130" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) mucky clay.
Dominant Vegetation: paille fine and delta potato, with couchgrass,
common reed, spike sedge and soft rush.
Soil Profile No. 53. Fresh Water Marsh Mucky Peat
Sampled 2 miles east of Salt Point; Sec. 11, T.17 S., R.9 E. , St. Mary
Parish.
0-60" Dark brown (10YR 4/3) coarse fibrous mucky peat.
60-72" Dark gray (5Y 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: paille fine 24 inches tall and feathergrass 36 inches
tall, with couchgrass 36 inches tall and soft rush
48 inches tall.
*Munsell color notation of the wet soil materials.
48
Soil Profile No. 55. Fresh Water Marsh Muck
Sampled 3 miles northeast of Salt Point; Sec. 2, T.17 S., R.9 E.,
St. Mary Parish.
0-48" Black (5Y 2/1) muck.
48-60" Dark gray (5Y 4/1) mucky clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cattail and feathergrass 5 feet tall, with big cord-
grass 4 feet tall.
Soil Profile No. 60. Fresh Water Marsh Peaty Muck
Sample location 3 miles southwest of Bayou Sale station; Sec. 20, T.15 S.,
R.10 E
.
, St. Mary Parish.
0-36" Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) peaty muck.
36-72" Dark gray (5Y 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: delta potato and big cordgrass 36 inches tall.
Soil Profile No. 63. Fresh Water Marsh Mucky Peat
Sampled \\ miles northeast of the intersection of Thorgeson Canal and the
Intracoastal Waterway; Sec. 25, T.15 S., R.9 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-36" Dark brown (10YR 4/3) fibrous mucky peat.
36-84" Dark brown (10YR 4/3) fine fibrous mucky peat.
Dominant Vegetation: cattail 6 feet tall, with delta potato and big cord-
grass 3 feet tall.
Soil Profile No. 72. Fresh Water Marsh Peaty Muck
Samples collected \% miles north of Little Bay; Sec. 1, T.15 S., R.8 E.,
St. Mary Parish.
0-84" Black (5Y 2/1) fine and coarse fibrous peaty muck.
84-108" Dark gray (5Y 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cutgrass 48 inches tall and delta potato 24 inches
tall, with big cordgrass 48 inches tall.
49
Soil Profile No. 104. Fresh Water Marsh Peat
Sampled in the northeastern part of Sec. 34, T.15 S., R.9 E. , St. Mary
Parish.
0-96" Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) fine and coarse fibrous peat.
96-108" Black (5Y 2/1) mucky clay.
Dominant Vegetation: sawgrass and paille fine, with rose-mallow and couch-
grass .
Soil Profile No. 106. Fresh Water Marsh Muck
Sampled from Sec. 25, T.15 S. , R.8 E. , St. Mary Parish.
0-36" Black (10YR 2/1) muck.
36-108" Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) muck.
Dominant Vegetation: couchgrass 18 inches tall, with spike sedge and delta


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FRESH WATER MARSH SILTY MUCKS AND CLAYEY MUCKS
Soil Profile No. 38. Fresh Water Marsh Clayey Muck
Sampled near Bayou Blue; 4 miles south of the Intracoas tal Waterway;
T.16 S., R.10 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-138" Black (5YR 2/1) clayey muck.
138-144" Dark brown (10YR 4/3) fine and coarse fibrous peat.
Dominant Vegetation: delta potato, paille fine and common reed.
Soil Profile No. 39. Fresh Water Marsh Silty Muck
Sample site 1 mile north of the confluence of Bayou Blue and Wax Lake;
T.16 S., R.10 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-48" Black (5Y 2/1) silty muck.
48-138" Dark gray (5Y 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: paille fine and delta potato, with saltgrass and
triangle sedge.
Soil Profile No. 40. Fresh Water Marsh Silty Muck
Sample location 2 miles north of the confluence of Bayou Blue and Wax
Lake; eastern part of T.16 S., R.10 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-48" Black (5Y 2/1) silty muck.
48-138" Gray (10YR 6/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cattail, sawgrass and common reed.
Soil Profile No. 44. Fresh Water Marsh Silty Muck
Sample site near Hog Bayou; northeastern part of Sec. 13, T.17 S., R.9E.,
St. Mary Parish.
0-36" Dark brown (10YR 4/3) fine fibrous silty muck.
36-108" Black (5Y 2/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: paille fine and common reed, with leafy three-square.
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Soil Profile No. 50. Fresh Water Marsh Silty Muck




0-84" Black (5Y 2/1) silty muck.
84-132" Dark gray (5Y 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cattail and soft-stem bulrush, with big cordgrass.
Soil Profile No. 52. Fresh Water Marsh Silty Muck
Sampled from the east side of Horseshoe Bayou; % mile north of Atchafalaya
Bay; Sec. 26, T.17 S., R.9 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-120" Black (5Y 2/1) silty muck.
120-130" Dark gray (5Y 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: bulrush 8 feet tall, with delta potato.
Soil Profile No. 54. Fresh Water Marsh Silty Muck
Sample site 1% miles north of Salt Point; Sec. 11, T.17 S., R.9 E.,
St. Mary Parish.
0-48" Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) silty muck containing 20 per cent
coarse fibrous plant materials.
48-60" Dark gray (5Y 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: delta potato 36 inches tall, with feathergrass 48
inches tall and triangle sedge 36 inches tall.
Soil Profile No. 56. Fresh Water Marsh Silty Muck
Sample site 100 feet south of Bayou Chaffe; southern part of T.16 S.,
R.10 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-72" Very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) silty muck.
72-84" Very dark gray (10YR 3/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: delta potato, with big cordgrass and triangle sedge
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Soil Profile No. 58. Fresh Water Marsh Clayey Muck
Sampled near Bayou Blue; Sec. 59, T.15 S., R.10 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-72" Black (10YR 2/1) clayey muck.
72-96" Black mucky clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cattail, with feathergrass and big cordgrass.
Soil Profile No. 75. Fresh Water Marsh Silty Muck
Sampled in Sec. 14, T.16 S., R.ll E., St. Mary Parish.
0-60" Very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) silty muck.
60-72" Very dark gray (5Y 3/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: paille fine 4 feet tall, with delta potato 3 feet tall,;
big cordgrass 8 feet tall and spike sedge 3 feet tall.
Soil Profile No. 76. Fresh Water Marsh Silty Muck
Sample site 200 feet north of Intracoastal Waterway; Sec. 17, T.16 S.,
R.12 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-60" Very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) silty muck containing
20 per cent coarse fibrous plant parts.
60-80" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: paille fine 5 feet tall, with big cordgrass 6 feet
tall and couchgrass 3 feet tall.
Soil Profile No. 78. Fresh Water Marsh Silty Muck
Samples collected 100 feet south of Bull Bayou; Sec. 27, T.16 S., R.ll E.,
St. Mary Parish.
0-96" Very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) silty muck.
96-108" Black (10YR 2/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: paille fine 4 feet tall, with cutgrass 6 feet tall
and big cordgrass 5 feet tall.
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Soil Profile No. 88. Fresh Water Marsh Silty Muck
Sampled from Bateman Island; Sec. 11, T.17 S., R.12 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-12" Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) silty muck, containing 15 per cent
coarse fibrous plant parts.
12-108" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cutgrass 7 feet tall, with delta potato and pickerelweed
2 feet tall.
Soil Profile No. 89. Fresh Water Marsh Clayey Muck
Sampled from Bateman Island; Sec. 34, T.16 S., R.12 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-12" Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) clayey muck.
12-108" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cattail 7 feet tall, delta potato and pickerelweed 2 feet
tall, with button bush, swamp maple and ash trees.
Soil Profile No. 90. Fresh Water Marsh Clayey Muck
Sampled below 2 feet of water in lake on Avoca Island; Sec. 32, T.16 S.
s
R.13 E. , St. Mary Parish.
0-24" Water.
24-60" Very dark gray (10YR 3/1) clayey muck.
60-84" Black (10YR 2/1) clayey muck.
Dominant Vegetation: few cypress trees and floating water hyacinths.
Soil Profile No. 91. Fresh Water Marsh Clayey Muck
Sampled below 3 feet of water in lake on Avoca Island; Sec. 6, T.17 S.,
R.13 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-36" Water.
36-72" Black (10YR 2/1) clayey muck.
No Vegetation.
Soil Profile No. 98. Fresh Water Marsh Clayey Muck
Sampled 1 mile southeast of Louisa Post Office; T.15 S., R.7 E.,
St. Mary Parish.
0-12" Very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) clayey muck.
12-48" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) clay with thin (2 to 4 inch) lenses of
sandy loam.





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FRESH WATER MARSH MUCKY SILTY CLAYS AND MUCKY CLAYS
Soil Profile No. 37. Fresh Water Marsh Mucky Silty Clay
Sample site 2 miles northwest of the confluence of Bayou Blue and Wax
Lake; south-central part of T.16 S. } R.10 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-48" Dark grayish-brown (10YR 4/2) coarse fibrous mucky silty clay
48-96" Gray (10YR 6/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cattail, common reed, paille fine, with couchgrass
and spike sedge.
Soil Profile No. 48. Fresh Water Marsh Mucky Clay
Sampled 1/10 mile north of Atchafalaya Bay, and 3% miles northeast of Point
Chevreuil; southwestern part of Sec. 26, T.17 S., R.9 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-60" Dark brown (10YR 4/3) mucky clay.
60-72" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cattail and common reed.
Soil Profile No. 51. Fresh Water Marsh Mucky Silty Clay
Sample site 3% miles northeast of Point Chevreuil; Sec. 40, T.17 S.,
R.9 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-120" Very dark gray (10YR 3/1) mucky silty clay.
120-126" Light gray (10YR 7/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: paille fine 4 feet tall, with couchgrass 3 feet tall,
spike sedge 2 feet tall and common reed 10 feet tall.
Soil Profile No. 80. Fresh Water Marsh Mucky Silty Cla-
Sample site near Wax Bayou; Sec. 8, T.17 S., R.ll E., St. Mary Parish.
0-48" Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) mucky silty clay with
coarse roots and parts of plants.
48-84" Black (10YR 2/1) mucky clay.
84-96" Light gray (10YR 7/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: along the bayou: common reed 8 feet tall. In the
marshes: big cordgrass 5 feet tall, delta potato
3 feet tall, cattail 8 feet tall and paille fine 3
feet tall.
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Soil Profile No. 81. Fresh Water Marsh Mucky Silty Clay
Sample site near Six Mile Bayou; Sec. 13, T.17 S., R.10 E
.
, St. Mary Parish
0-6" Dark grayish-brown (10YR 4/2) mucky silty clay.
6-30" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) mucky clay.
30-48" Gray (10YR 6/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cutgrass 4 feet tall, with big cordgrass 5 to 8 feet
tall, alligator weed and wild cowpea.
Soil Profile No. 86. Fresh Water Marsh Mucky Silty Clay
Sample site in the central part of Shell Island; southeastern part of
Sec. 12, T.18 S., R.ll E., St. Mary Parish.
0-24" Very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) mucky silty clay.
24-108" Gray (10YR 6/1) soft, oozy clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cattail 8 feet tall, common reed 10 feet tall and
cutgrass 4 feet tall.
Soil Profile No. 87. Fresh Water Marsh Mucky Silty Clay
Sample site 5 miles southeast of Patterson; northwestern part of Sec. 29,
T.16 S., R.12 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-18" Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) mucky silty clay.
18-102" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) mucky clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cutgrass 4 to 5 feet tall, with cattail 10 to 12
feet tall.
Soil Profile No. 97. Fresh Water Marsh Mucky Silty Cla-
Sample site 1 4/10 miles northeast of Louisa Post Office; southeastern part
of T.14 S., R.7 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-96" Very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) mucky silty clay with
thin (2 to 4 inch) lenses of very fine sandy loam.
96-108" Gray (10YR 5/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cattail 8 feet tall, cutgrass 3 feet tall and wild
cowpea, with couchgrass 18 inches tall and big
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FRESH WATER MARSH CLAYS
Soil Profile No. 41. Fresh Water Marsh Clay
Sample site northwest of Wax Lake and 1 mile south of the Intracoastal
Waterway; east-central part of T.16 S., R.10 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-48" Very dark gray (10YR 3/1) clay.
48-132" Gray (10YR 5/1) mucky clay.
Dominant Vegetation: common reed and cattail.
Soil Profile No. 45. Fresh Water Marsh Clay
Sampled near Hog Bayou; 3/4 mile west of Wax Lake Pass, central part of
T.17 S., R.10 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-48" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) clay.
48-84" Dark gray clay.
Dominant Vegetation: delta potato and common reed, with cattail, cutgras
and spike sedge.
Soil Profile No. 46. Fresh Water Marsh Clay
Sample site 1 mile north of Atchafalaya Bay and 2 miles northwest of Gras
Island; west-central part of T.17 S., R.10 E. , St. Mary Parish.
0-12" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) clay.
12-108" Gray (10YR 5/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: delta potato and common reed.
Soil Profile No. 47. Fresh Water Marsh Clay
Sampled 2\ miles northwest of Belle Isle Point and 2/10 mile north of
Atchafalaya Bay; T.17 S., R.10 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-24" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) clay.
24-40" Light gray (10YR 7/1) clay stratified with sandy clay.
40-50" Light gray (10YR 7/1) very fine sandy loam mottled with
yellowish brown (10YR 5/6).
Dominant Vegetation: cattail and common reed.
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Soil Profile No. 49. Fresh Water Marsh Clay
Sample site 100 feet from Horseshoe Bayou, and 7/10 mile north of Atchafa-
laya Bay; Sec. 23, T.17 S., R.9 E. , St. Mary Parish.
0-24" Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) clay overlain by 6 inches of
coarse fibrous peaty muck.
24-84" Gray (10YR 5/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: paille fine and giant bulrush, with couchgrass and
triangle sedge.
Soil Profile No. 69. Fresh Water Marsh Cla-
Sampled 2/10 mile east of East Cote Blanche Bay and \ mile southwest of
South Bend Cemetery; Sec. 16, T.16 S. } R.9 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-12" Very dark gray (10YR 3/1) clay.
12-48" Gray (10YR 5/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: couchgrass 36 inches tall.
Soil Profile No. 70. Fresh Water Marsh Clay
Sample site 6 miles northeast of Point Chevreuil; Sec. 17, T.16 S.,
R.9 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-18" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) mottled brown (10YR 5/3) clay.
18-42" Gray (10YR 5/1) clay.
42-60" Stratified gray silt loam and very fine sandy loam.
Dominant Vegetation: common rush 36 inches tall, with couchgrass 36 inches
tall and spike sedge 6 inches tall.
Soil Profile No. 71. Fresh Water Marsh Clay
Sampled 3 miles southwest of Baldwin; Sec. 31, T.14 S., R.8 E.,
St. Mary Parish.
0-18" Very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) clay.
18-36" Gray (10YR 5/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cattail 8 feet tall and delta potato 2\ feet tall.
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Soil Profile No. 83. Fresh Water Marsh Silty Clay
Sampled near Little Doctor's Bayou; Sec. 30, T.17 S., R.ll E.,
St. Mary Parish.
0-36" Very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) silty clay.
36-108" Gray (10YR 5/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: delta potato 4 feet tall and paille fine 3 feet tall
with big cordgrass 6 feet tall and triangle sedge
4 feet tall.
Soil Profile No. 84. Fresh Water Marsh Cla>
Sampled near Big Doctor's Bayou; 2\ miles south of Lake Salve; Sec. 22,
T.17 S., R.ll E. , St. Mary Parish.
0-12" Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) clay.
12-60" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: common reed 12 feet tall and delta potato 3 feet tall,
with big cordgrass 4 feet tall, giant bulrush 5
feet tall and triangle sedge 3 feet tall.
Soil Profile No. 85. Fresh Water Marsh Cla^




0-24" Very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) clay.
24-108" Dark gray (10 YR 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: common reed 12 feet tall and delta potato 3 feet tall.
with big cordgrass. Along the bayou: cutgrass,
common reed and waxmyrtle with hackberry trees.
Soil Profile No. 95. Fresh Water Marsh Clai
Sample site 2 miles southeast of Louisa Post Office; T.15 S., R.7 E.,
St. Mary Parish.
0-84" Very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) clay.
84-108" Gray (10YR 5/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cutgrass, marsh elder and groundsel tree, with couch-






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BRACKISH MARSH PEATS AND MUCKS
Soil Profile No. 64. Brackish Marsh Peat
Sampled 2\ miles southwest of Franklin; southeastern part of Sec. 40,
T.15 S. , R.9 E. , St. Mary Parish.
0-48" Dark brown (10YR 4/3) fine and coarse fibrous peat.
48-60" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) mucky clay.
Dominant Vegetation: big cordgrass, with paille fine and delta potato.
Soil Profile No. 65. Brackish Marsh Peaty Muck
Sampled 5 miles southwest of Baldwin; southeastern part of Sec. 44,
T.14 S., R.8 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-108" Very dark gray (10YR 3/1) peaty muck.
108-120" Gray (10YR 6/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: big cordgrass, with cutgrass. Vegetation along the
adjacent bayou includes common reed, paille fine,
switchgrass, liveoak trees, waxmyrtle and marsh elder.
Soil Profile No. 66. Brackish Marsh Peaty Muck
Sampled 1 mile northeast of Hackberry Lake; Sec. 2, T.15 S., R.8 E.,
St. Mary Parish.
0-96" Very dark gray (10YR 3/1) peaty muck.
96-108" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) mucky clay.
Dominant Vegetation: couchgrass 24 inches tall, with cutgrass, big cordgrass,
and paille fine.
Soil Profile No. 73. Brackish Marsh Peaty Muck
Sampled 4 miles southwest of Baldwin; northeastern part of Sec. 33,
T.14 S., R.8 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-60" Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) peaty muck.
60-72" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) mucky clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cattail 8 feet tall, with sawgrass and delta potato
3 feet tall.
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Soil Profile No. 99. Brackish Marsh Peat
Sampled \\ miles northwest of Louisa Post Office; T.14 S., R.7 E., Iberia
Parish.
0-96" Dark brown (10YR 4/3) coarse fibrous peat.
96-108" Black (10YR 2/1) mucky clay.
Dominant Vegetation: couchgrass, with big cordgrass.
Soil Profile No. 105. Brackish Marsh Peat




0-96" Dark brown (10YR 4/3) fine and coarse fibrous peat over
woody materials
.
Dominant Vegetation: couchgrass 14 inches tall and spike sedge 14 inches
tall, with star sedge 18 inches tall, and three






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BRACKISH MARSH MUCKY CLAYS, CLAYEY MUCKS AND CLAYS
Soil Profile No. 67. Brackish Marsh Mucky Clay
Sampled 1% miles northwest of Hackberry Lake; Sec. 4, T.15 S., R.8 E.,
St. Mary Parish.
0-96" Very dark gray (10YR 3/1) mucky clay.
96-108" Very dark gray (10YR 3/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: big cordgrass, with couchgrass, common reed and
paille fine.
Soil Profile No. 68. Brackish Marsh Clayey Muck
Sample site in the west-central part of Sec. 6, T.15 S. } R.9 E.,
St. Mary Parish.
0-84" Black (10YR 2/1) clayey muck containing 20 per cent coarse
fibrous parts of plants.
85-96" Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) peat.
96-108" Gray (10YR 6/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: big cordgrass 6 feet tall and couchgrass 3 feet tall
with delta potato and spike sedge.
Soil Profile No. 82. Brackish Marsh Mucky Silty Clay
Sampled 1 mile south of Belle Isle; Sec. 1, T.18 S., R.10 E., St. Mary
Parish.
0-24" Very dark gray (10YR 3/1) mucky silty clay.
24-60" Very dark gray mucky clay.
Dominant Vegetation: couchgrass 18 inches tall, with cattail 7 feet tall.
Along the adjacent bayou: common reed, marsh elder
and groundsel tree.
Soil Profile No. 94. Brackish Marsh Clay
Sample site 2 miles southeast of Louisa Post Office and 1/8 mile north of
West Cote Blanche Bay, T.15 S., R.7 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-12" Very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) clay.
12-42" Very dark gray (10YR 3/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: big cordgrass 5 feet tall and couchgrass 2 feet tall
with giant bulrush.
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Soil Profile No. 96. Brackish Marsh Clayey Muck
Sampled 3 miles southwest of Louisa Post Office and 1 mile north of Cote
Blanche Bay; T.15 S., R.6 E, , St. Mary Parish.
0-72" Black (10YR 2/1) clayey muck containing 20 per cent coarse
fibrous peat.
72-108" Gray (10YR 5/1) clay with lenses of gray silt.
Dominant Vegetation: triangle sedge 40 inches tall and couchgrass 24 inches
tall, with beak rush 18 inches tall. Along the
bayous the vegetation includes cattail, water hyacinth,
alligator weed, delta potato, button bush, rose-
mallow, marsh elder and groundsel tree.
Soil Profile No. 101. Brackish Marsh Clayey Muck
Sample site 3 miles northwest of headquarters of Home Place Plantation;
T.14 S., R.7 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-36" Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) clayey muck containing 20 per
cent coarse fibrous peat.
36-42" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: couchgrass and spike sedge 18 to 24 inches tall,










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SWAMP MUCKY PEAT AND PEAT
Soil Profile No. 57. Swamp Mucky Peat
Sample site 100 feet east of Bayou Blue, and 1 mile south of the Intra-
coastal Waterway; 3 miles southeast of North Bend plantation headquarters;
central part of T.16 S., R.10 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-24" Dark brown (10YR 4/3) fibrous mucky peat.
24-48" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) clayey muck.
48-72" Dark gray clay.
Dominant Vegetation: swamp maple, willow and tupelogum trees, with an
undergrowth of waxmyrtle, button bush, lizard's tail
delta potato and pickerelweed
.
Soil Profile No. 61. Swamp Peat
Sampled 100 feet north of Thorgeson Canal; northeastern part of Sec. 25,
T.15 S., R.9 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-48" Dark brown (10YR 4/3) medium and coarse fibrous peat.
48-60" Dark brown medium and coarse fibrous peat with parts of
buried logs and stumps.
Dominant Vegetation: cypress and tupelogum trees.
Soil Profile No. 102. Swamp Peat
Sample site along Delahoussay Canal, 3 miles northwest of Richland Planta-
tion headquarters, T.14 S., R.7 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-84" Dark brown (10YR 4/3) medium and coarse fibrous peat.
84-108" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cypress and tupelogum trees, with willow and swamp
maple
.
Soil Profile No. 103. Swamp Peat
Sampled 1% miles northeast of Louisa Post Office; T.14 S., R.7 E.,
St. Mary Parish.
0-60" Dark brown (10YR 4/3) coarse fibrous peat.
60-72" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) mucky clay.
Dominant Vegetation: swamp maple and willow trees with an undergrowth of
































































































































































































































































































































































































































SWAMP SILTY MUCKS AND CLAYEY MUCKS
Soil Profile No. 59. Swamp Silty Muck
Sampled near Thorgeson Canal; 3% miles north of the headquarters of North
Bend plantation; southern part of Sec. 20, T.15 S., R.10 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-18" Very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) silty muck.
18-48" Gray (10YR 5/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cypress trees with an undergrowth of pickerelweed
.
Soil Profile No. 62. Swamp Clayey Muck
Sample site 4 miles southwest of Bayou Sale Station, along Thorgeson Canal;
Sec. 25, T.15 S., R.9 E. , St. Mary Parish.
0-48" Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) clayey muck containing 20 per
cent coarse fibrous peat. Uncerlain by logs and stumps.
Dominant Vegetation: cypress and tupelogum trees.
Soil Profile No. 74. Swamp Clayey Muck
Sampled 100 feet from Possum Bayou; 3^ miles southeast of Calumet Planta-
tion headquarters; southeastern part of Sec. 16, T.16 S., R.ll E.,
St. Mary Parish.
0-84" Very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) clayey muck.
84-108" Dark brown (10YR 4/3) peat.
Dominant Vegetation: waxmyrtle and willow.
Soil Profile No. 77. Swamp Clayey Muck
Sample site 4% miles south of Calumet Plantation headquarters, central part
of Sec. 20, T.16 S., R.ll E., St. Mary Parish.
0-84" Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) clayey muck.
84-96" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: swamp maple and willow trees, with an undergrowth of






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SWAMP CLAYS AND MUCKY CLAYS
Soil Profile No. 36. Swamp Clay
Sample site near Bayou Blue; 3 miles northeast of North Bend Plantation
headquarters; west-central part of T.16 S., R.10 E., St. Mary Parish.
0-96" Dark gray ( 10YR 4/1) clay.
96-108" Gray (10YR 5/1) silt loam.
108-144" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: liveoak and willow trees with an undergrowth of pal-
metto and waxmyrtle.
Soil Profile No. 79. Swamp Clay
Sample site 100 feet west of Cross Bayou; b\ miles south of Idlewild Plan-
tation headquarters; northeast corner of T.17 S., R.ll E., St. Mary Parish.
0-12" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) clay.
12-198" Dark gray clay.
Dominant Vegetation: waxmyrtle and button bush, with a few cypress trees;
an undergrowth of delta potato.
Soil Profile No. 92. Swamp Clay
Sample site 8 miles southeast of Morgan City; 200 feet south of Bayou
Chene; southeastern part of Sec. 36, T.16 S., R.13 E. , St. Mary Parish.
0-12" Very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) clay.
12-48" Very dark gray (10YR 3/1) mucky clay.
Dominant Vegetation: cypress, tupelogum and willow trees with an under-
growth of lizard's tail.
Soil Profile No. 93. Swamp Mucky Clay
Sampled 3\ miles east-northeast of Morgan City and 200 feet south of Lake
Palourde; Sec. 9, T.16 S., R.13 E. , St. Mary Parish.
0-12" Very dark grayish-brown (10YR 3/2) mucky clay.
12-48" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) mucky clay.
Dominant Vegetation: swamp maple, tupelogum, willow, cypress and hickory
trees
.
Soil Profile No. 100. Swamp Mucky Clay
Sampled \\ miles northwest of Home Place Plantation headquarters; central
part of Sec. 24, T.14 S., R.8 E. , St. Mary Parish.
0-24" Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) mucky clay.
24-48" Dark gray (10YR 4/1) clay.
Dominant Vegetation: tupelogum, swamp maple, cypress and willow trees with















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chemical Properties of the Soils Used for Farming
Soil Reaction
Soil reaction of the soils used for farming ranges from very strongly
acid (pH 5.0) to moderately alkaline (pH 8.1). Soils of the Jeanerette,
Iberia and Buxin series and the Baldwin silt loam, salty variant are slight-
ly acid to moderately alkaline in reaction. The Patoutville and Cypre-
mort soils range in reaction from very strongly acid to neutral. Soils
of the Baldwin and Alligator series are strongly acid to neutral in reaction.
Base Saturation
The base saturation values are highest for the Jeanerette, Iberia and
Buxin soils and the Baldwin silt loam, salty variant. Soils of the Cypre-
mort and Patoutville series are lower in base saturation. These values
are closely related to the calcium content and the pH.
Exchangeable Cations
Exchangeable calcium is relatively high in the Alligator, Buxin, Bald-
win, Iberia and Jeanerette soils, with lower amounts in the Cypremort
and Patoutville soils. The percentage of the total cation exchange capacity
that is satisfied by each cation is given in Table 2. The exchangeable cal-
cium is approximately 50 per cent of the total cation exchange capacity
for all of the soils studied except the Patoutville soils.
Values for exchangeable magnesium are highest for profiles of the
Alligator and Buxin soils and lowest for the Jeanerette, Patoutville and
Cypremort soils and the Baldwin silt loam, salty variant. The percentage
of the exchange complex satisfied by magnesium is approximately 30 per
cent for all the soils except the Cypremort, Iberia and Patoutville. The
ratio of exchangeable calcium to magnesium ranges from 1 to 1.7 for the
Alligator and Buxin soils and Baldwin very fine sandy loam soils. The
widest ratios are 6.5 for the Jeanerette soils and 4.7 for the Iberia soils. The
ratios for the Patoutville, Cypremort and Baldwin silt loam soils range
from 2 to 3.
The amounts of exchangeable potassium are highest in the clayey
soils of the Alligator and Buxin series and in the clay-textured horizons
of other soils. Lower amounts of exchangeable potassium are present in
the Patoutville and Baldwin soils and in Baldwin silt loam, salty variant.
The percentage of the exchange complex satisfied by potassium for most
soils is approximately 2 per cent, with Jeanerette silt loam and Baldwin
silt loam, salty variant having lower values of 0.6 to 1.3 per cent.
Values for exchangeable sodium are highest for all horizons of the Bald-
win silt loam, salty variant and for substrata horizons of the Buxin, Bald-
win and Patoutville soils. The Iberia and Jeanerette soils are low in
exchangeable sodium. The percentage of the cation exchange capacity
satisfied by sodium ranges from 2 to 3 per cent for most soils, with
values of 4.0 to 6.6 per cent for Baldwin silt loam, salty variant.
Exchangeable acidity is highest in the Cypremort, Alligator and Bald-
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Table 2. -Values for each exchangeable cation as per cent of the total cation
exchange capacity for selected soil profiles.
Prnf i 1 p Nn Soil Depth
,
Percentage of the total CEC
Hor i z on Inche s Ca K Na H
10. Alligator clay Api 0-2 jZ . i o. 0 Z 1 . cJ 1.4 12.4




Cig 10-16 5 32
.
q j. \ 2.5 20.8
C 2g 16-42 45. 1 38. 1 2. 4 2.4 13.7
14. Buxin silty clay APi 0-7 46. 6 37. 6 2
.
9 1.6 11.2
Ap2 7-10 44. 8 43. 4 2 5 9 Li. . t 6 .
8
C l 10-18 /. c45
.
cD 44. 0 2 /. 3.1 4.7
IICo
z 18-34 48. 3 44. 1 2 2 4.2 1.2
16
.
Baldwin silt loam Ad i 0-6 61. 1 29. 1 1 8 1.3 6.8
Ado 6-9 51. 3 29. 0 1 7 1.8 16.2
B2t 9-24 50. 2 31. 2 1 8 2.4 14.3
C 24-30 51. 3 37. 5 1 9 3.8 5.6
18 Baldwin silt loam An t"f \ U- D 64 o 25.7 8 0 . D
salty variant A-nApo 6-14 64! 0 26. 1 7 4.3 4.9
A-C 14-22 62 0 28 7 8 5.4 3.1
Cl 22-30 59 7 29 8 9 6.6 2.9
Co
z
30-38 59 7 34.2 1 3 3.5 1.2
Co, 38-42 62
.
2 30 6 9 3.5 3.0
20. Baldwin silt loam Api 0-5 51. 0 25 3 2 2 1.0 20.3
Ap 2 5-10 Z 26 2 0z
ii 1.6 23.8
B2t 10-16 46. 0 31 7






16-30 49. 6 34 4 2 l 2.9 11.0
23. Cypremort APi 0-4 45. 8 15.2 3 0 1.7 34.3
very fine sandy loam APo^ Z 4-10 45 0 19 1 2 8 1.7 31.4
B2t 10-16 52 2 27 2 i
o
o 2.2 16.4
B3 16-24 55 2 27 6 1 6 3.7 11.9
c 24-42 57 0 27 4 1 6 3.6 10.4
26
.
Iberia silty clay Adi 0-7 74 2 15 9 2 2 1.3 6.3
At) 9 7-11 74.8 16 0 1 4 1.6 5.2
B21t 11-13 74 1 18 0 1 1.7 4.6
B22t 13-26 70 2 21 4 2 . l 2.0 4.3
Cg
23-40 67 2 23 4 2 4 2.0 4.9
30. Jeanerette silt loam Ap 0-6 68 1 29 1 7 2.2
B21t 6-16 72 7 24 4 6 2.4
B22t 16-24 67 7 29 8 .7 1.7
Cl 24-30 66 7 29 9 6 2.7
C2 30-42 66 3 30 8 6 2.3
33. Patoutville Ap L 0-4 39 2 17 8 1 9 3.0 38.0
very fine sandy loam AP2 4-12 39 2 19 0 2 4 2.4 37.0
B21t 12-20 34 4 35 6 1 6 3.5
25.0
B 2 2t 20-30 33 8 45 0 2 .1 4.1 15.0
C 30-42 34 6 44 2 2 .1 4.3 14.7
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win soils and lowest in the Baldwin silt loam, salty variant and the Iberia,
Jeanerette and Patoutville soils. There are wide variations in the per-
centages of the cation exchange capacity satisfied by hydrogen for the
different horizons of each of the soils. The highest values are 15 to 38
per cent for Patoutville silt loam and 10 to 34 per cent for the Cypre-
mort very fine sandy loam. The lowest values for percentages of the
exchange capacity satisfied by hydrogen are 1 to 5 per cent for the Baldwin
silt loam, salty variant and 4 to 6 per cent for Iberia silty clay loam.
No values for extractable acidity were recorded for Jeanerette silt loam.
Total Bases and Exchangeable Bases
Values for total manganese oxide are highest in the Buxin and Bald-
win soils and lowest in the Cypremort, Jeanerette, Iberia and Patoutville
soils.
Total calcium oxide values are highest for the Jeanerette soil and
lowest for the Baldwin, Buxin and Patoutville soils. The percentage of
the total calcium on the exchange complex ranges from 45 to 76 per cent
for the Buxin, Baldwin and Iberia soils. The lowest percentages of total
calcium on the exchange complex are 2 to 34 per cent for the Cypre-
mort, Jeanerette and Patoutville soils (Table 3).
Values for total magnesium oxide are highest in the Buxin, Baldwin
and Cypremort soils and lowest in the Jeanerette and Patoutville soils.
The percentages of the total magnesium on the exchange complex range
from 10 to 31 per cent for the Baldwin, Iberia and Patoutville soils,
and from 8 to 10 per cent for the Buxin, Cypremort and Jeanerette soils.
Total potassium oxide ranges from 1.4 to 2.3 per cent for the
Buxin, Baldwin, Cypremort and Iberia soils and from 1.3 to 1.6
for the Jeanerette and Patoutville soils. The percentages of total
potassium present as exchangeable potassium range from 1.0 to 2.4 for
the Buxin, Baldwin and Cypremort soils and for profile number 26, Iberia
silty clay loam, and from 0.35 to 0.92 for the Jeanerette and Patout-
ville soils and for profile number 28, Iberia silty clay loam.
The values for total sodium range from 1.3 to 1.95 per cent for all
of the soils with the exception of Patoutville silt loam, which has the low-
est values of 0.7 to 1.2 per cent. The percentage of the total sodium
on the exchange complex varies between soil profiles and between soil
horizons of all soil profiles. The highest values are 1.01 to 4.25 per cent
for the horizons of Patoutville silt loam. The lowest values are 0.26 to
0.75 per cent for the horizons of Iberia silty clay. The other soils of this
study have 0.53 to 2.12 per cent of the total sodium on the exchange
complex. The sodium content increases with an increase in depth in the
soil profile for most of the soils.
Total Analysis and Soil Profile Development
Interpretations about soil formation and soil profile development
may be made from the total soil analysis data. The decrease in Si02 from
the surface layers downward may be interpreted to indicate a removal of
the fine clay fraction, leaving more particles of sand size. The A1203
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Table 3. -The percentages of total bases in the soils that are present as
exchangeable bases for selected soil profiles.
Exchangeable bases divided
by total bases
Profile No. Soil Depth, Ca Mg K Na
and Name Horizon Inches cent
14. Buxin silty clay Api 0-7 57.4 10.0 1.76 .90
Ap 2 7-10 55.6 11.5 1.66 1.41
Cl 10-18 45.1 9.5 1.30 1.50
nc 2 18-34 36.0 11.9 1.03 1.24
16. Baldwin silt loam Ap
x
0-6 50.4 17.1 1.60 .53
Ap 2 6-9 71.3 28.7 2.36 1.42
B2t 9-24 69.8 31.0 2.16 1.90
C 24-30 54.5 28.4 1.80 2.03
20. Baldwin silty clay loam Api 0-5 46 5 13 1 1 36 .46
Ap2 5-10 71 2 13 7 1 .63 1.05
B2t 10-16 76 5 13 2 2 12 1.60
B3 16-30 63 9 14 2 1 .56 1.59
23. Cypremort Ap t 0-4 23 3 7 .0 1 05 .51
very fine sandy loam Ap 2 4-10 27 5 8 .1 1 .04 .59
B2t 10-16 29 5 10 .0 86 .97
B 3 16-24 75 7 8 .6 50 .93
C
g
24-42 25 8 10 0 .58 1.01
26. Iberia silty clay loam Ap
x
0-7 58 8 9 4 1 .38 .75
Ap2 7-11 60 1 8 9 .86 .96
B21t 11-13 60 7 8 .6 1 .07 1.03
B22t 13-26 60 6 8 8 1 .22 1.24
Cg
26-40 46 7 8 .3 1 .28 1.07
28. Iberia silty clay Api 0-4 52.7 21 .4 .35 .26
Ap2 4-10 56 3 23 .4 .36 .36
B2lt 10-22 64 0 20 .8 .67 .60
B22t 22-28 62 4 17 .7 .67 .75
C 28-44 50 0 12 5 .51 .55











0-6 7.2 8.1 .42 .93
6-16 5.5 10.1 .66 2.12
16-24 6.1 9.5 .59 1.01
24-30 2.1 9.6 .41 1.39
0-4 27.0 15.1 .92 1.01
4-7 27.0 11.4 .39 1.33
7-10 33.8 10.1 .48 1.84
10-22 31.0 13.7 .73 4.25
22-36 32.8 12.7 .76 3.69
36-48 20.9 13.5 .41 3.69
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and Fe203 are components of the clay that has leached from the surface
layer to accumulate in the soil profile at lower depths. Leaching of the
soluble salts from upper soil horizons and their accumulation at lower
depths in the soil is another indication of soil profile development.
The data obtained by total analysis show that profiles of the Baldwin,
Cypremort, Iberia, Jeanerette and Patoutville soils each have a decrease
in SiC>2 with depth, suggesting that some of the fine silt and clay have
been leached out of the surface soils, leaving an appreciable amount of
sand and sand-size particles. The amounts of AI2O3 and Fe203 increase
in each of these soils with depth, which indicates that clays with their iron
and alumina content are leached from the surface soil and accumulated
in a lower horizon called the subsoil or B horizon. The increase in values
between the surface soils and subsoils is not extreme, indicating that the
soil profiles are weakly developed. Leaching of the soluble salts is an-
other indicator of soil age and soil profile development. Most of the soils
studied show some increases in MnO, CaO, MgO, K2O and Na20 con-
tents from the surface soils to the subsoils.
The Baldwin, Cypremort, Iberia, Patoutville and Jeanerette series
are considered to be weakly developed terrace soils. Soils of the Buxin
and Alligator series and the Baldwin silt loam, salty variant do not
exhibit properties that indicate illuvial clay accumulation, and they are
considered to be alluvial soils.
Mineralogical Properties of the <2 Microns Clay
The X-ray analysis of the clay fraction indicates that the soils included
in this study contain considerable amounts of montmorillonite and illite
minerals and lesser amounts of kaolinite and quartz. Montmorillonite
occurs as the dominant clay mineral, as shown in Table 4. Soil profiles
number 21 of the Baldwin series and number 33 of the Patoutville series
contain lower amounts of montmorillonite in all horizons than do soils
of the Alligator, Buxin, Cypremort, Iberia and Jeanerette series and
profile No. 16 of the Baldwin series.
The montmorillonite mineral content of the soils is reflected in the
physical properties of the different soils and soil horizons.
Physical Properties of the Soils Used for Farming
The soils of St. Mary Parish are well supplied with most plant nu-
trients and organic matter, but the physical properties of the soils are
important to the use and management of the soils used for farming. In
this coastal area, major factors limiting the use of soils for cultivated
crops are the elevation above sea level, soil texture and soil wetness. The
slowly permeable soils of the Patoutville, Cypremort and Baldwin series
typically occupy the natural levee areas at the highest elevations in the
parish and they may be drained by the gravity flow of surface water in
properly directed field rows. These soils have friable silt loam, very fine
sandy loam and silty clay loam surface soils that are easy to work.
The clayey soils of the Alligator and Iberia series require special man-
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Table 4. -The relative quantity of clay minerals* in selected soil horizons
of representative soils of St. Mary Parish.
Profile No. Soil Montmor-
and Name Horizon CEC illonite Illite Kaolinite Quartz













ID. Ba 1dw in An 91
B2t 34
C 29








26. Iberia Ap 2 25
B22t 25
Cg
30. Jeanerette Ap 14
B22t 19
c 2 19
33. Patoutville Ap 2 9
B21t 16
C 14
> 40 10-40 10-40 < 10
> 40 10-40 10-40 < 10
> 40 10-40 10-40 < 10
> 40 10-40 10-40 < 10
> 40 10-40 10-40 < 10
> 40 10-40 10-40 < 10
> <. 1 A1U
> 40 10-40 10-40 < 10
> 40 10-40 10-40 < 10
10-•40 10-40 10-40 < 10
10-40 10-40 10-40 < 10
10-40 10-40 10-40 < 10
% iU-'+U V. 1U
> 40 10-40 10-40 < 10
> 40 10-40 10-40 < 10
> 40 10-40 10-40 < 10
> 40 10-40 10-40 < 10
> 40 10-40 10-40 < 10
> 40 10-40 < 10
> 40 10-40 < 10
> 40 10-40 10-40
10--40 10-40 10-40 < 10
> 40 10-40 10-40 < 10
> 40 10-40 10-40 < 10
^Abundance of the minerals.
> 40 = greater than 40 per cent; most abundant
10-40 = 10 to 40 per cent
< 10 = less than 10 per cent; minor component
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agement when used for crops. Seedbed preparation and other farming
operations are difficult because of the plastic clay texture. Most areas
of these soils which occur at elevations above 5 feet may be drained by
ditches, with the water removed by gravity flow. Areas of Iberia and
Alligator soils and narrow natural levees of Cypremort and Baldwin
soils that occur at elevations of less than 5 feet require levees for pro-
tection from flooding and the use of pumps for removal of the surface
water.
Most areas of Jeanerette soils are easily worked due to their friable
silt loam texture. Jeanerette soils are usually not difficult to drain by
open ditches since they commonly occur at elevations above 5 feet.
Soils of the Buxin series typically occupy the crests and stream-facing
slopes of the natural levees. Most areas are effectively drained by direct-
ing the field furrows to provide gradient for the removal of the surface
water.
Small amounts of phosphate and potassium fertilizers are used on
some of the farming soils in St. Mary Parish, and nitrogen is generally
applied to all crops. Most crops planted on the more acid soils of the
Alligator, Cypremort, Baldwin and Patoutville series respond to appli-
cation of limestone.
Chemical Properties of the Organic Soils and Clays
of the Coastal Marshes and Swamps
The clayey sediments of the coastal marshlands and swamps are
covered in many areas by a surface layer of organic materials ranging
in thickness from less than 1 foot to more than 11 feet. Peat and muck
layers ranging from 4 feet to more than 9 feet overlie the silty and clayey
substrata in the areas of Fresh Water Marsh and Brackish Marsh. The
Swamp peats and mucks have organic surface layers ranging from 2 to 7
feet thick over the clay substrata materials. Silty mucks and clayey mucks
of the marshes and swamps have surface layers 7 to more than 11 feet
thick which are high in organic materials. Some areas of mucky clays
and clays have shallow surface layers of organic materials 6 inches to
2 feet in thickness.
The pH values of the marsh and swamp lands range from extremely
acid (pH 3.2) to mildly alkaline (pH 7.6). The most acid soils are Fresh
Water Marsh silty mucks and clayey mucks (pH 3.3 to 5.7), Fresh
Water Marsh mucky clays (pH 3.2 to 5.5), Fresh Water Marsh peats and
mucks (pH 4.4 to 5.6), and Brackish Marsh peats and mucks (pH 4.4 to
5.7). Somewhat higher pH values were obtained for the Fresh Water
Marsh clays (pH 4.5 to 6.6) and Swamp clays and mucky clays (pH 5.2
to 6.1).
The organic matter content of the surface layers ranges from 33 to 78
per cent for the Swamp peats and mucks to 27 to 82 per cent for the
Brackish peats and mucks and 30 to 50 per cent for the Fresh Water
Marsh peats and mucks. Lower amounts of organic materials occur in
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the surface layers of Fresh Water Marsh clays (2.4 to 9.7 per cent) and
Swamp clays and mucky clays (4.3 to 14.6 per cent).
The total nitrogen is highest in the organic soils, with 1.09 to 2.46
per cent for the Swamp peats and mucks, 0.93 to 2.25 per cent for the
Brackish Marsh peats and mucks, and 1.05 to 1.66 per cent for the Fresh
Water Marsh peats and mucks. The lowest values for total nitrogen are
0.12 to 0.45 per cent for Fresh Water Marsh clays and 0.19 to 0.59 per
cent for the Swamp clays and mucky clays.
The values for water soluble cations, anions and salts were calcu-
lated on air-dry weight. Therefore, the recorded results for soils contain-
ing considerable amounts of organic materials are much higher than
would be expected if the values were based on wet or moist field condi-
tions. Calcium, potassium, sodium and chlorine are generally highest in
the surface layers of the peats, mucks and clayey mucks of the marshes.
Lowest values for these cations and anions are for samples of the Swamp
clays, mucky clays, silty mucks and clayey mucks.
Total sodium chloride content of the surface layers ranges from 0.41
to 3.21 per cent for the Brackish peats, mucks, clayey mucks, mucky clays
and clays to 0.03 to 0.72 per cent for the Swamp soils and the Fresh
Water Marsh soils.
The highest values for total salts are 1.03 to 3.15 per cent for the
Brackish Marsh peats and mucks and 0.59 to 2.06 per cent for the
Brackish Marsh clayey mucks, mucky clays and clays. The Swamp silty
mucks, clayey mucks, mucky clays and clays are the lowest in total salts,
0.06 to 0.71 per cent.
The values for sulfates (SO4) range from a trace to very high for all
of the samples. The higher contents of SO4 were generally found in soils
having the lowest pH values. Very high values for SO4 were obtained
from most of the surface samples of peats, mucks, silty mucks and clayey
mucks of the marshes and swamps. The lowest amounts of SO4 were
found in the Swamp clays and mucky clays.
Engineering Properties of the Soils
The soil properties important in making interpretations for urban
and recreational uses of the soils are explained in the following para-
graphs. The values for these soil properties were obtained by laboratory
analysis of some soil profiles and by estimations of the properties of
other soils as a result of intensive field observations of their character-
istics and their behavior. The engineering properties used are those
described in the engineering handbook of the Soil Conservation Service
(15).
Shrink-swell potential is an indicator of the change in volume that
may be expected when a soil changes from a dry to a moist condition.
This quality of a soil depends largely on the content of montmorillonitic
clay, which cracks when dry and swells when wet. Movement of the
clay due to shrinking and swelling under conditions of alternate wetness
and dryness may result in damage to building foundations, highways and
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other structures on or in the soils. The classes of shrink-swell potential





High—Alligator, Baldwin, Buxin, Iberia
Low to high—soils of the Coastal Marshlands and Swamps
Bearing capacity refers to the ability of a soil to support a static load.
It is affected by texture, moisture content, density, consistence and grada-
tion. Classes of bearing capacity for building of one or 2 stories built
on conventional spread footings set at ordinary depth, and the soils




Very low—Organic soils and clays of the Coastal
Marshlands and Swamps
Corrosion potential refers to the risk of damage to uncoated metal
in contact with the soil through the action of the soil solution that forms
an electrolytic cell. Some factors influencing corrosion are soil moisture
content, conductivity of the soil solution, hydrogen ion concentration,
oxygen concentration and organisms responsible for oxidation-reduction
reactions. Classes of corrosion potential and the soils in each class are
as follows:
Moderate corrosion potential—Cypremort
High corrosion potential—Patoutville, Jeanerette,
Buxin, Baldwin, Alligator, Iberia, and soils of
the Coastal Marshlands and Swamps
Wetness is classified according to the estimated time interval that
free water stays in a soil after the saturation point has been reached. Soil
wetness classes and the soils in each class are as follows:
Very wet—Coastal Marshlands and Swamps
Wet—Alligator, Iberia





Trafficability refers to the ease with which people can move about
on foot, horseback or small vehicle (golf cart). It is influenced by the
soil texture, height of the water table, rock or other coarse fragments
and by flooding.
Subgrade or roadfill is material used for supporting the base layers
in highway construction. Good subgrade material has a low shrink-
swell potential and good traffic supporting capacity. A sandy material
containing adequate binder rates high for subgrade use.
The engineering properties described above are the basis for the
interpretations for urban and recreational uses of the soils given in
Table 5. This information is intended for general, preliminary planning
over large areas. It will not eliminate the need for detailed studies of







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Methods of Analysis of the Soils
Used for Farming
The following methods and procedures were used in the analyses of
the 26 profiles of the soils that are used for farming:
Soil pH was measured on the moist soils in the field bv using a Hellige-
Truog test kit. Laboratory measurements of pH were made with the
glass electrode pH meter.
Organic matter was calculated bv a conversion factor (C x 1.72; from
organic carbon determinations by the dry combustion method described
bv Piper (72).
Nitrogen was determined bv the acid Kjeldahl digestion method
described by Jackson (3).
Bases extractable by leaching the soil samples with ammonium ace-
tate at pH 7.0, and bv treatment with nitric, perchloric, and hydrochloric
acids, were determined with the flame photometer.
Exchangeable hydrogen was determined bv leaching the soil with
0.5A~ barium acetate at pH 7.0. and titrating to the phenopthalein
end-point with standard sodium hvdroxide.
The cation exchange capacity was calculated bv summation of the
extractable Ca. Mg, K. Xa and H.
Phosphorus was extracted from the soil with O.LV hydrochloric acid
using a ratio of 1 part of soil to 25 parts of extracting solution. Values
for phosphorus were determined by the chlorostannous-reduced molvb-
dophosphoric blue color method in a sulfuric acid system as described
bv Jackson (3), and evaluated colorimetrically with the use of the flame
photometer.
Selected soil samples were analyzed for total chemical composition of
the soil and of the < 2 microns clay, using the methods described bv
Hillebrand and Lundell (2). After sodium carbonate fusion, silica,
iron, aluminum, titanium, manganese, calcium and magnesium were
determined by the quantitative method described for silicate rocks. Fol-
lowing a hydrofluoric-nitric-perchloric acid digestion, the potassium
and sodium were determined by the flame photometer: phosphorus
was determined colorimetrically bv the electrophotometer.
Soil samples of 12 profiles were prepared for X-ray diffraction analy-
sis and analyzed bv the North American Phyllips instrument having a
copper target tube. Samples of profiles numbers 14. 15. 16. 20. 21. 26 and
27 were prepared by the methods described bv Jefferies (5). and Jackson
et al. (-/), in which the organic matter and free iron oxides were re-
moved and the clay fraction separated, dried and saturated with glycerol.
These samples were analyzed by Dr. C. D. Jefferies. Agronomy Depart-
ment, Pennsylvania State University. Samples of profiles 10. 11. 25. 30
and 33 were prepared by removing the organic matter, separating the
clay fraction and saturating the clav with calcium and with ethylene
glycol as described by Kunze and Templin (7). The samples were ana-
lyzed bv Dr. G. \V. Kunze, Department of Agronomy. Texas A and M
University.
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Methods of Analysis of Soils
of the Coastal Marshlands and Swamps
The following methods and procedures were used in the analyses of 71
profiles of the coastal marshland and swamp soils which are not used for
farming:
Soil pH was measured by the method described by Peech et al. (10) ,
using a glass electrode pH meter.
Organic matter was calculated by a conversion factor (C x 1.72) from
the organic carbon determinations by the dry combustion method de-
scribed by Kolhoff and Sandell (6).
Nitrogen was determined by the procedure described by Piper (72).
Methods used for the determinations of water soluble cations, anions
and salts were essentially the A.O.A.C. methods for alkali salts (1). A
portion of the nitrate was used to determine the calcium, potassium and
sodium with the flame photometer. Sulfates were determined qualita-
tively as described by Lunt et al. (8). Chlorine was determined by titra-
tion with standard silver nitrate solution, using potassium chromate as
an indicator. Total sodium chloride was calculated from the values for
chlorine. Total salt content was determined by evaporation of a 50-ml
aliquot of the filtrate and fusion of the residue to remove the organic
matter.
Samples from all horizons of 10 soil profiles were analyzed for total
chemical composition, following procedures similar to those described
by Hillebrand and Lundell (2) for the oxides of silica, iron, aluminum,
titanium, calcium, magnesium and manganese, with the following ex-
ceptions: Iron was reduced with a G. Frederich Smith zinc spiral instead
of hydrogen sulfide. Sulfur and chlorine were determined by the Parr
Bomb method (9). Methods for sodium, potassium and phosphorus
determinations were similar to those described by Shapiro and Bran-
nock (14), and the values were determined with the flame photometer.
Methods for determinations of moisture and loss on ignition were similar
to those described by Robinson (13). All calculations listed in these
investigations were made on a moisture-free basis except those for the
water soluble salts, which were calculated on air-dry weight.
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Definitions of Soil Horizon Symbols
In general descriptions of soils, the terms commonly used are surface
soil (A horizon), subsoil (B horizon) and substratum (C horizon). Sym-
bols used in detailed descriptions of soils are A, B and C for the different
soil horizons and arabic numbers and lower case letters for subdivisions
of the soil horizons, as listed below.
Ap — a surface mineral soil layer which has been disturbed
or mixed as by plowing.
Apt, Ap 2
,
Ap3— subdivisions of the Ap horizon due to differences in
one or more of the following characteristics: color,
texture, structure, consistence.
A-C — a horizon transitional between the A and C, and hav-
ing properties of both.
•g
2t _
the layer of maximum accumulation of silicate clay
that has concentrated by leaching from soil horizons
above.
Bnt Bait — subdivisions of the B2 t due to differences in one or
more of the following characteristics: color, texture,
structure, consistence.
B 8 — a transition horizon between B and C, but domi-
nated by characteristics of the B.
C — a mineral soil horizon that lies outside the zone of
major biological activity; relatively little affected by
soil forming processes; either like or unlike the ma-
terial from which the solum is formed.
Ci, C 2 , Cs— subdivisions of the C horizon, each requiring a sep-
arate description because of differences in color, tex-
ture, structure or consistence.
Cg
—
dominantly gray, strongly gleyed C horizon.
Cgi, Cg2 — subdivisions of Cg due to differences in one or more
of the following characteristics: color, texture, struc-
ture, consistence.
IIC — a C horizon having materials strongly contrasting in
texture, color, or consistence to those of an overlying
horizon; e.g., sandy loam C underlying a clay B
horizon.
IIC, IIC2, IIC*— subdivisions of IIC due to differences in one or more
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